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ABSTRACT

This study investigates projected changes in the length of the tropical cy-

clone season due to greenhouse gas increases. Two sets of simulations are

analyzed, both of which capture the relevant features of the observed annual

cycle of tropical cyclones in the recent historical record. Both sets use out-

put from the general circulation models (GCMs) of the CMIP3 or CMIP5

suites. In one set, downscaling is performed by randomly seeding incipient

vortices into the large-scale atmospheric conditions simulated by each GCM

and simulating the vortices’ evolution in an axisymmetric dynamical tropi-

cal cyclone model; in the other, the GCMs’ sea surface temperature (SST)

is used as the boundary condition of a high-resolution, global atmospheric

model (HIRAM). The downscaling model projects a longer season (in the

late 21st century compared to the 20th) in most basins when using CMIP5

data, but a slightly shorter season using CMIP3. HIRAM with either CMIP3

or CMIP5 SST anomalies projects a shorter tropical cyclone season in most

basins. Season length is measured by the number of consecutive days that

the mean cyclone count is greater than a fixed threshold, but other metrics

give consistent results. The projected season length changes are also consis-

tent with the large-scale changes, as measured by a genesis index of tropical

cyclones. The season length changes are mostly explained by an idealized

year-round multiplicative change in tropical cyclone frequency, but additional

changes in the transition months also contribute.
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1. Introduction49

The active seasons for tropical cyclones (TCs) vary widely across different basins within the50

same hemisphere. For example, in the North Atlantic Ocean the peak season is the late summer51

to early fall (August to October) with the official season defined from June to November. In the52

western North Pacific Ocean TCs form throughout the year, while in the North Indian Ocean TCs53

mainly form before and after the monsoon season. As greenhouse gas concentrations increase and54

the climate warms, the lengths and durations of the tropical cyclone seasons may change. Already,55

observational studies have found trends towards longer TC season lengths in the North Atlantic56

Ocean (Kossin 2008) and South China Sea (Yan et al. 2012) in the recent historical record. Other57

work has shown that the timing of the TC season is sensitive to the radiative balance, so that58

during the mid-Holocene the Northern Hemisphere TC annual cycle (as delineated by the large-59

scale environment for TC activity in climate model simulations) shifted to later in the calendar60

year in response to increased boreal summer insolation (Korty et al. 2012).61

Our interest in the possibility of greenhouse-gas induced changes in tropical cyclone season-62

ality stems from global climate model (GCM) projections of changes in the annual cycles of63

other climate variables in response to increasing greenhouse gases. In the tropics and subtrop-64

ics, the World Climate Research Programme’s (WCRP’s) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project65

phase 3 (CMIP3, Meehl et al. 2007) and phase 5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al. 2011) multi-model datasets66

project increases in the annual ranges of temperature and precipitation as well as a shift of the67

annual cycles of these variables to later in the year (Chou et al. 2007; Biasutti and Sobel 2009;68

Sobel and Camargo 2011; Dwyer et al. 2012; Seth et al. 2013; Huang et al. 2013; Dwyer et al.69

2014). Motivated by the robustness of these seasonality changes (nearly all models agree on the70

sign), we initially hypothesized that the timing shift and increase in the annual range of SST could71
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be affecting the seasonality of tropical cyclones in a similar manner. Do GCMs project tropical72

cyclones to respond similarly to SST?73

Unfortunately, coupled GCMs, including those used in CMIP5 and CMIP3, do not have suf-74

ficient horizontal resolution to accurately simulate all characteristics of tropical cyclones (espe-75

cially intensity) making projections of future behavior difficult (e.g., Camargo 2013). A common76

alternate approach is to use less comprehensive models, which do not attempt to simulate a fully77

coupled atmosphere and ocean, to reproduce the observed distribution of TCs in both space and78

time and to provide clues as to how TCs may change in the future. This study focuses on TC pro-79

jections produced by two of these methods. The first employs a statistical-dynamical downscaling80

approach in which incipient vortices are seeded into large-scale conditions from a GCM and then81

simulated with an idealized axisymmetric dynamical tropical cyclone model, following a track82

determined using the GCM wind field (Emanuel et al. 2008) while the other, a high-resolution83

global atmospheric model (HIRAM, Held and Zhao 2011) can explicitly, albeit crudely, resolve84

TCs when given the SST as a boundary condition.85

Despite the advances of GCMs and new modeling approaches and techniques, uncertainty re-86

mains in projections of TC frequency with global warming. High-resolution global atmospheric87

models, including HIRAM, have predicted a reduction in the global number of TCs (e.g., Sugi88

et al. 2002; Bengtsson et al. 2007; Knutson et al. 2010). Unlike these models, the downscaling89

approach described above when applied to CMIP5 data (Emanuel 2013) projects an increase in90

the global number of storms by the end of the 21st century. When that same downscaling tech-91

nique is applied to the CMIP3 dataset, though, it projects a reduction in the global TC frequency92

in the future, in agreement with other studies (Emanuel et al. 2008). Furthermore, other CMIP593

analyses (Camargo 2013; Tory et al. 2013; Murakami et al. 2014) project a reduction of global TC94

frequency by the end of the 21st century for most models. Regional changes in TC frequency are95
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more uncertain (e.g., Knutson et al. 2008; Villarini and Vecchi 2012, 2013; Knutson et al. 2013;96

Wu et al. 2014).97

Here we investigate how the timing of the tropical cyclone season is projected to change due to98

increased greenhouse gases and other anthropogenic effects and relate these changes to changes in99

environmental characteristics, using both the downscaling model and HIRAM forced with CMIP3100

and CMIP5 data. In the following section we describe the data and explain the methods we use.101

In Section 3, we describe the 20th century seasonal cycles in HIRAM and the downscaling model102

and compare them with observations. In Sections 4 and 5 we describe the projected changes in103

the length of the TC season and in a genesis index for tropical cyclones. Finally, in Section 6, we104

summarize our findings.105

2. Data and Methods106

We consider two sets of simulations that make use of coupled model data. The first is the107

statistical-dynamical downscaling method of Emanuel et al. (2006). This method randomly seeds108

incipient vortices into environmental conditions produced by GCMs, and then simulates the further109

evolution of each vortex using an idealized axisymmetric dynamical tropical cyclone model. For110

each GCM, the number of seeds is tuned so that the annual number of tropical cyclones that form111

matches that of the current climate in the annual mean. The large-scale winds determine the track112

of the potential TC using a “beta and advection” model. The dynamical model used to compute113

the wind field of the storm is the Coupled Hurricane Intensity Prediction System (Emanuel et al.114

2004), a deterministic, coupled air-sea model in angular momentum space. This method was used115

to generate the equivalent of many years of storms for any given climate scenario.116

The statistical-dynamical downscaling method was previously run on the following CMIP5117

models: NCAR-CCSM4, GFDL-CM3, HADGEM2-ES, MPI-ESM-MR, MIROC5, and MRI-118
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CGCM3 for the 20th century historical simulation and the 21st century RCP8.5 scenario as de-119

scribed in Emanuel (2013). We refer to these simulations collectively as “D5.” We calculate120

changes in the TC statistics averaged over 1975–2000 in the historical simulation and 2075-2100121

in the RCP8.5 simulation. We also study the TCs downscaled from the following CMIP3 mod-122

els (“D3”) for the 20th century 20C3M and 21st century A1B scenarios: CCSM3, CNRM-CM3,123

CSIRO-Mk3.0, ECHAM5, GFDL-CM2.0 MIROC3.2(medres), MRI-CGCM2.3.2, and fully de-124

scribed in Emanuel et al. (2008). These downscaling simulations were run using coupled model125

output averaged over 1970–2000 and 2070–2100.126

The other set of simulations we analyze was produced by the high-resolution global atmospheric127

model (HIRAM), an atmospheric GCM at 50-km horizontal resolution using prescribed surface128

boundary conditions (Held and Zhao 2011). TCs are identified and tracked using an algorithm129

which identifies features of maximum vorticity and minimum pressure within a warm core (Zhao130

et al. 2009). We study the HIRAM response to the 21st century SST anomaly patterns generated131

by the CMIP3 and CMIP5 ensembles, compared with a control simulation run with observed,132

climatological SST from 1981–2005. The future simulations use the SST perturbation from the133

end of the 21st century in the CMIP suites added to the 20th century observed SST pattern, as134

described in detail in Zhao et al. (2009) and Zhao and Held (2012). For CMIP5, we look at the135

multi-model mean SST warming in the RCP4.5 scenario (about half of the forcing strength of136

the RCP8.5 scenario used by the D5 models). For CMIP3, we study the response in individual137

A1B models (CCCMA, ECHAM5, GFDL, GFDL-CM2.0, HadCM3, HadGEM1, MIROC, and138

MRI-CMCM) as well as the response to the multi-model mean SST increase. Because each set of139

simulations includes different models and different forcing scenarios, a direct comparison of the140

results incorporates variability arising from different projections of 21st century climate. We refer141

to HIRAM forced with the CMIP5 multi-model mean SST anomaly as “H5” and HIRAM forced142
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with CMIP3 SST anomalies as “H3.” The control simulation is run for 25 years, the simulation143

with the multi-model mean SST perturbation for 20 years and the simulations with SST anomalies144

from individual CMIP3 models for 10 years. The simulation lengths and number of SST pertur-145

bations (especially for H5) are constrained by the large computational resources demanded for146

high-resolution modeling.147

Observational TC data comes from the best-track datasets of the National Hurricane Center for148

the Atlantic, eastern North Pacific, and central North Pacific basins (NHC 2014; Landsea and149

Franklin 2013) and the Joint Typhoon Warning Center for the western North Pacific, North Indian,150

South Indian, Australian, and South Pacific basins (JTWC 2014; Chu et al. 2002). The seasonal151

cycle of TCs is not very sensitive to the choice of dataset (Schreck et al. 2014). To ensure an152

accurate representation of the seasonal cycle in all basins we calculate the climatology only over153

the satellite era (1980-2012).154

Basin definitions are shown in Figure 1. TCs are only counted in their genesis basin and genesis155

month, unless they form in the last two days of the month and persist for more than 4 days, in which156

case they are counted in the following month. We require TC events to have a peak sustained wind157

speed of at least 35 knots (this excludes tropical depressions from our analysis). Because TCs in158

D5 have been characterized at a higher threshold (40 knots), we perform a correction to account159

for this small discrepancy in threshold wind speed. Observations show the global average number160

of TCs per year is 85.1 with a 35 knot threshold and 79.1 with a 40 knot threshold, giving a ratio of161

1.08. We multiply the 20th and 21st century D5 data in each basin by this ratio to roughly account162

for the stricter threshold. Note that this procedure has little effect on changes in season length, but163

increases the global, annual mean number of TCs identified by D5.164

In previous studies of seasonality changes in other variables (Biasutti and Sobel 2009; Dwyer165

et al. 2012, 2014), we have performed a Fourier transform to obtain the phase and amplitude166
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of the annual cycle. The phase indicates the timing of the annual cycle relative to the calendar167

year and the amplitude is a measure of the annual range. An alternative approach is to define168

seasonality by the length of time a variable is larger than a certain threshold value, as is often used169

in the biological and phenological literature. For surface temperature, annual mean changes lead170

to changes in threshold-based season lengths so directly (e.g., summer as defined by temperature171

above a given threshold lengthens when the climate warms) as to be almost trivial, motivating a172

focus on changes in the Fourier-defined seasons since those are not as obviously expected.173

In the case of tropical cyclones, though, Fourier-defined seasonality is a less natural measure174

than threshold-based seasonality for two reasons. One is that most ocean basins have no or very175

few TCs during the winter months, cropping the annual cycle and reducing Fourier amplitude to176

be simply a measure of the annual mean. The second is that the Fourier-derived phase is of less177

inherent interest than the absolute length of the TC season, as measured by the time during which178

TCs are probable, however that is precisely defined. So while initially motivated by the effects of179

projected changes in the Fourier-derived seasonality of temperature, we will primarily focus on180

changes in the threshold-derived measures of seasonality for tropical cyclones, though we do still181

calculate their Fourier phases.182

We calculate the threshold-derived seasonality of a variable by defining the start date of the183

season as the time when the variable crosses the threshold and is increasing, while the end date of184

the season occurs when the variable crosses the threshold and is decreasing. We ignore data for185

which there are no crossings or more than two crossings (a start and an end), since they do not have186

well-defined annual cycles at that threshold value. We calculate the monthly climatology for each187

model and period of interest which we then interpolate to daily using a cubic spline approach in188

order to better resolve the start and end dates. In order to determine the robustness of our results,189

we repeat our analysis using different thresholds.190
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We also calculate the length of the TC season by simply measuring the number of days between191

the first and last storm of the season. This works well in basins which only have TCs during a192

specific part of the year and less well in basins with TCs throughout the year because there is193

ambiguity about whether a storm is the first storm of the season, or the last one of the previous194

season. But in all basins it is useful as a complementary technique to the threshold analysis195

described above.196

3. Climatology197

Figure 2 shows the climatologies of tropical cyclones in different ocean basins for the observa-198

tions, the downscaling method forced with output from the six CMIP5 models’ historical simula-199

tions (D5), the downscaling model on the seven CMIP3 models’ historical (20C3M) simulations200

(D3), and HIRAM forced with the observed climatological SST from the end of the 20th cen-201

tury. First we focus on the observations, averaged over 1980–2012. In the North Atlantic, TCs202

commonly occur between June and November and most frequently between August and October.203

The eastern North Pacific has a similar distribution but with a broader peak shifted to earlier in204

the year and peaking between July and September. The western North Pacific is the most active205

basin globally with TCs occurring during all months of the year, though it maintains a strong an-206

nual cycle peaking between July and October. The central North Pacific is a relatively inactive207

basin with no months averaging more than one tropical storm per month. The North Indian Ocean208

has a semi-annual cycle with peaks in May and between October to December, with a quiescent209

period in-between during monsoon season. In the Southern Hemisphere, the South Pacific, Aus-210

tralian basin and South Indian Ocean have a similar climatology, with the highest frequency of211

TCs between January and March.212
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Figure 2 also includes the seasonal cycle of TCs from D5, D3, and HIRAM. All models capture213

the approximate seasonal cycle, but are biased in some basins. For example, all models overes-214

timate the frequency in the central North Pacific and South Pacific and tend to peak around one215

month later than observations in the eastern North Pacific and Australian basins. In the most active216

basins, D5 produces fewer storms than observed, possibly because D5 (and D3) is run with model217

SST, while HIRAM is run with observed SST. For this reason, Figure 2 does not present a fair218

evaluation of different model techniques, but rather shows that all sets of simulations considered219

in this study are able to capture the approximate timing and strength of the seasonal cycle of TCs.220

4. Projected Changes in the Seasonal Characteristics of Tropical Cyclones221

Next we look at the projected changes and plot the change in the annual cycle of TC frequency222

for each basin in Figure 3. In the North Atlantic and western North Pacific, two of the most active223

basins, there is an increase in storm frequency in D5, a small increase in D3, and decreases in224

both H5 and H3. In the eastern North Pacific, another very active basin, all ensembles except D3225

project an increase in TC frequency. In some basins, like the South Pacific, all models project a226

decrease in TC activity while in other basins, different models project differing overall frequency227

and timing changes. In the global picture, though, D5 projects an increase in TC frequency, D3228

projects little change in storm frequency, while H5 and H3 project a decrease in storm frequency.229

These changes are largest during the peak season, indicated by the dark shading, but extend into230

the transition seasons too.231

The larger changes in D5 relative to D3 must in some way be attributable to differences in the232

CMIP models, since the downscaling method has changed little between CMIP generations. There233

are many differences between CMIP5 and CMIP3 models. They have different greenhouse gas and234

aerosol emission scenarios leading to different radiative forcing both at the top of the atmosphere235
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and at the surface. CMIP5 models also have better resolution and different parameterizations236

compared to CMIP3. Moreover the models included in D5 are not all merely later generations of237

the models in D3, but in some cases different models entirely, chosen due to data availability. And238

while H5 and H3 show similar changes, they both use the same observed SST for the 20th century,239

whereas D5 and D3 use model output with different 20th century climatologies. These effects all240

may contribute to the relatively larger changes in D5.241

As described in Section 2, we use a threshold metric to determine the projected changes in TC242

season length. Since different threshold values will give quantitatively different answers for season243

length changes we focus on 1) the qualitative changes and 2) what factors explain the changes in244

season length.245

Figure 4(a) shows the changes in the length of the TC season as defined by the number of246

consecutive days that the tropical storm frequency (in units of TCs per month) is above thresholds247

of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, as well as the mean TC frequency of the late 20th century. The numerical values248

were chosen to capture season length across a range of models and basins (see Figure 2), while249

the mean metric uses the average number of storms in the late 20th century as a threshold and250

varies by model and basin. Any basin with TC frequency always above or below the threshold,251

or exceeding the threshold in non-consecutive months is ignored (e.g., we do not include the252

North Indian Ocean in Figure 4(a) because of its very strong semi-annual cycle). We present each253

available simulation but not the ensemble average, as different choices of CMIP scenarios and254

simulations do not enable direct comparison between each set of simulations.255

Figure 4(a) shows that in most basins D5 projects a longer TC season, while D3 projects little256

change in most NH basins and a shorter season in the SH basins. H5 and H3 both project a shorter257

TC season in most basins with some ensemble members shortening their season by as much as258

three months. While the quantitative changes depend on the threshold value and simulation, there259
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is overall agreement on the sign of the changes with a few exceptions. In the eastern and central260

North Pacific, H3 and H5 do not project a shorter season. In the South Pacific, D5 projects a small261

reduction in season length, unlike in all of the other basins. Similar results are obtained when262

the season length changes were defined using the accumulated cyclone energy (Bell et al. 2000),263

rather than TC frequency (not shown).264

We also studied the changes in TC season length for storms simulated directly in the CMIP5265

models (also not shown). These models underestimate the mean global storm frequency, but cap-266

ture the seasonal behavior of TCs in most basins (Camargo 2013). In the western North Pacific,267

the only basin where nearly all CMIP5 models agree on the sign of the TC frequency change, the268

models project a much shorter season, similar to the behavior of H3 and H5 in that basin.269

Another way to measure the length of the TC season is to calculate the length of time that270

passes between the first and last TC of a season. This measure works best in regions that have271

a stormy season and a quiescent season, but can be applied in all basins. We define the year272

for Northern Hemisphere basins as January 1 to December 31 and as July 1 to June 30 for the273

Southern Hemisphere basins and find the first and last storm that happen during this period each274

year. Even in basins with a clear TC season, there is some ambiguity regarding whether a storm is275

being appropriately counted as the first of the season or the last of the previous season. We attempt276

to minimize the effect of these inappropriately counted storms by taking the median (rather than277

mean) date of the first and last storms.278

We plot the changes in the length of the TC season as measured by the length of time between279

the first and last storm in Figure 4(b). The changes in season length echo those calculated by280

the threshold metric. D5 projects a longer season in most basins, including the three most active281

basins. D3 doesn’t project a clear change in the NH basins, but gives a shorter season in the SH282

basins. H5 and H3 both project a shorter season in most basins. In most basins, different CMIP283
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output can lead to season length changes of very different magnitudes, even in the same set of284

simulations. The clearest changes in TC season length are in the central North Pacific, with most285

models showing a longer season, consistent with other studies that have linked the increase in TC286

frequency to a northwestward shift of the eastern North Pacific TC tracks (Murakami et al. 2013)287

and the well-documented tendency of climate models to reduce the east-west gradients in SST and288

ocean heat content as the climate warms (DiNezio et al. 2009; Vecchi and Soden 2007).289

Next we study whether changes in the TC season length are mainly due to a simple year-round290

multiplicative change in storm frequency or to the seasonal aspects of the change. We do this by291

first calculating two sets of idealized 21st century TC climatologies, one with the 20th century292

annual cycle multiplied by a scaling factor: N′(t) = aN20(t) and the other as the residual of this293

quantity: R(t) = N21(t)+ (1− a)N20(t) (where N(t) is the number of TCs each month, the sub-294

scripts refer to late 20th or 21st century data, and a is the ratio of the annual mean 21st century TC295

frequency to the annual mean 20th century TC frequency). N′(t) has the shape of the 20th century296

TC climatology, but the annual mean of the 21st century TC climatology. R(t) captures changes297

in the shape (e.g., a peak that shifts or an extension into the inactive season) but its annual mean is298

that of the 20th century. For both of these idealized quantities, calculated with a separate scaling299

factor for each model and basin, we determine the change in the length of the season relative to300

the 20th century value using the threshold method described in the previous section and compare301

it to the actual projected season length changes.302

We start by plotting the actual change in season length against the change in season length when303

using N′(t) as the 21st century TC frequency time series in Figure 5(a). Correlating the changes304

in season length for each measure yields a positive correlation coefficient, to be expected since305

the year-round multiplicative change should positively contribute to season length changes when306
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calculated with a threshold metric. The correlation coefficients are r = 0.81 for D5, r = 0.93 for307

D3, r = 0.80 for H5, and r = 0.86 for H3.308

Perhaps more meaningful are the results of Figure 5(b) in which we plot the change in the actual309

season length against the change in the season length when using R(t) as the 21st century TC310

frequency time series. Here we also find a positive correlation, albeit smaller, with correlation311

coefficients of r = 0.14 for D5, r = 0.14 for D3, r = 0.85 for H5, and r = 0.28 for H3. Combining312

all models together yields r = 0.24 and a regression slope of 0.57, compared to r = 0.89 and a313

slope of 0.87 for the annual mean-like change. While smaller, a t-test reveals that the correlation314

is significantly different than zero at the 95% level, meaning that the year-round multiplicative315

change is not entirely responsible for the changes in season length. Instead there is contribution316

from seasonal aspects of the changes in TC frequency. If more TCs occur in a given year, they do317

not tend to be solely concentrated in the existing stormy months, but also occur at the margins of318

the season, thus extending the season. Non-zero changes during the transition months can also be319

seen in Figure 3.320

Another metric often used to assess seasonality is the phase of the annual cycle, calculated321

via a Fourier transform. This metric cannot measure changes in season length since the data322

is projected onto a sinusoid, but instead measures the timing of the annual cycle relative to the323

calendar year. Because it does not depend on the annual mean value of the data it offers an324

independent, objective measure of seasonality. Using this metric previous work has found the325

CMIP3 and CMIP5 models project a delay in the annual cycles of SST, precipitation, and the326

circulation in the tropics, indicating a shift in the extrema of these quantities to later in the year.327

Does this also occur for TCs?328

Figure 6 shows the change in the phase of the annual cycle of TCs in Figure 6 only for simula-329

tions with a strong annual cycle (i.e., the annual cycle for both the 20th and 21st century simula-330
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tions makes up at least 60% of the total variance). The phase changes vary considerably by basin331

and model. In the North Atlantic, nearly all of the D5 models and most of the D3 and H3 models332

project a phase delay. In the eastern North Pacific, the majority of models also project a phase333

delay, while in the western North Pacific, nearly all of the H3 models project a phase advance334

(shift to earlier) and the D3 models almost all project a phase delay. In the South Indian Ocean,335

most models project a phase delay, especially for H5 and H3. While CMIP3 and CMIP5 models336

mostly project a phase delay in SST and other aspects of tropical climate, these do not translate to337

a phase delay in the number of storms according to the downscaling and HIRAM models.338

5. Projected Changes in the Seasonal Characteristics of a Tropical Cyclone Genesis Index339

To gain a better understanding of the nature of the seasonal changes in TC frequency, we look340

at the changes in a tropical cyclone genesis index (TCGI, Tippett et al. 2011), which relates TC341

activity to environmental fields. The index we use was developed by Camargo et al. (2014) follow-342

ing the technique of Tippett et al. (2011) and uses clipped absolute vorticity, vertical wind shear,343

saturation deficit, and potential intensity (Bister and Emanuel 2002) to model tropical cyclone344

genesis. Using the HIRAM model, Camargo et al. (2014) determined coefficients that form the345

optimal combination of these variables for describing TC activity in HIRAM in both the present346

and future climates. Here we apply a similar index for the CMIP5 models used by the downscal-347

ing method. Because the CMIP5 models do not directly simulate TCs adequately due to coarse348

resolution and other factors (Camargo 2013), the TCGI coefficients used for the CMIP5 models349

are derived from ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee and Uppala 2009) and observed TC data and then350

calculated for each CMIP5 model using the environmental fields from present and future climates.351

Figure 7 shows the projected changes in the season length of basin-integrated TCGI for CMIP5,352

H5, and H3, calculated in the same way as for the changes in TC season length. (We did not353
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calculate the TCGI for CMIP3 due to time constraints). There is a shorter season for each set of354

simulation in most basins, including the North Atlantic, western North Pacific, and the SH basins.355

For H3 and H5, some ensemble members give a longer season or no change of TCGI in the eastern356

and central North Pacific, but elsewhere the projection of a shorter TCGI season is very robust.357

The decreases are especially dramatic for CMIP5: only two ensemble members in any basin do358

not project a shorter season. Some of the decreases were so large that they were not plotted since359

the 21st century data did not meet even the smallest threshold.360

The shorter season in TCGI for H3 and H5 are in agreement with a shorter season in TC fre-361

quency (Figure 4(a)), both in the global mean and on a basin-by-basin level. However, the much362

shorter season in TCGI for CMIP5 is in contrast to D5’s projections of a longer season in many363

basins. It is not fully clear why this is the case. Most genesis indices, like the one used in Emanuel364

(2013), project an increase in future global TC frequency. But these indices disagree with most365

models’ projections of decreasing TC frequency (Knutson et al. 2010). Our choice of genesis in-366

dex captures not only present-day TC frequency, but also future TC frequency as projected by a367

large number of models. Ultimately, resolving this issue is beyond the scope of the present work.368

6. Summary369

We study projected changes in the length of the tropical cyclone season for the end of the 21st370

century compared to the end of the 20th century using two sets of simulations that are able to371

capture the approximate timing of the tropical cyclone season. These datasets, from a downscaling372

method applied to both CMIP5 and CMIP3 data (D5 and D3) and from HIRAM, an AGCM forced373

with both CMIP5 and CMIP3 SST anomalies (H5 and H3), give different projections for the374

changes in the season length of the TC season. When calculated using a threshold measure, D5375

projects longer seasons in most basins, D3 projects a slight decrease in season length, and H5 and376
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H3 project shorter seasons in most basins. In the central North Pacific, most models agree on a377

longer season, while in the South Pacific, most models project a shorter season. Projections in378

other basins vary by model. These changes are robust to the method used to define season length;379

different threshold values and a measure in which season length is defined as the length of time380

between the first and last TC each year give the same qualitative results.381

We also find that the 21st century changes in season length are not entirely due to mean changes.382

By idealizing the projected 21st century annual cycle of TC frequency as a component that pre-383

serves the shape of the 20th century climatology but alters the annual mean and a residual compo-384

nent that does the opposite, we find that while the year-round multiplicative change explains a large385

amount of the change in season length, the residual component also contributes to the changes.386

This suggests that the observed trend towards a longer TC season in the North Atlantic (Kossin387

2008) is mainly a result of an increasing frequency of TCs over the past few decades in that basin.388

When using a Fourier measure of seasonality for the number of storms (which doesn’t allow for389

changes in season length), the results vary by model and basin. In the North Atlantic, most models390

project a timing shift to later in the year, while in the western North Pacific, H3 projects a large391

shift to earlier in the year, and in the eastern North Pacific there is some indications of a shift to392

later in the year. In the other basins, the results vary by model. Finally, we look at the projected393

changes in season length for a genesis index for tropical cyclones. Season length changes for that394

environmental index agree with those for storm frequency for H3 and H5, adding confidence to395

these findings, while D5 models do not show the same agreement. Ultimately there is not yet a396

consensus on how the length of the TC season season will change due to anthropogenic effects.397
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FIG. 2. Seasonal cycles of the number of tropical cyclones in different ocean basins. We plot data from

observations (solid black line), the downscaled historical CMIP5 data (D5: dark blue line), the downscaled

20C3M CMIP3 data (D3: cyan line), and HIRAM forced with observed SST (magenta line). The thin, dashed,

horizontal black line indicates a threshold of one tropical storm per month. Because D5 and D3 are run with SST

from climate models, while HIRAM is run with observed SST, these simulations are not directly comparable.
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FIG. 3. Projected changes in the number of tropical cyclones in different ocean basins as indicated by colored

lines. Black shading shows months where the climatology has more than 2 TCs per month, medium gray shading

is for between 1 and 2 TCs per month, and light gray shading is for between 0.5 and 1 TCs per month on average.

The blue line shows the changes in D5, the downscaling model forced with CMIP5 data, the cyan line shows the

changes for D3, the downscaling model forced with CMIP3 data, the red line shows the changes in H5, HIRAM

forced with SST anomalies from CMIP5, and the magenta line shows the changes in H3, HIRAM forced with

SST anomalies from CMIP3.
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FIG. 4. Projected changes in the season length of the number of tropical cyclones as measured by (a) the

number of days that the data is above a threshold and (b) the number of days between the first and last TC each

year. In (a), we use thresholds of 0.5, 1, and 2 tropical cyclones per month, and the mean of the late 20th century

TC frequency, which varies by model and basin.
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FIG. 5. Projected changes in the season length of actual TC frequency (y-axes) against season length changes

from idealizations of the 21st century TC frequency (x-axes). In (a), we use N′(t) for the 21st century, which

preserves the shape of the 20th century data, but has the annual mean of the 21st century data, while in (b), we use

the residual R(t), which captures changes in the shape, but maintains the annual mean of the 20th century. Units

are in days. Season length changes are calculated with the 20th century mean as a threshold. The correlation

coefficients (r) and regression slopes are given in the figure for each model and for the combined model data.

Asterisks after the correlation coefficients indicate statistical significance at the 95% level. These results suggest

that most, but not all of the change in season length is due to a year-round multiplicative factor change in storm

frequency. Note that seven data points lie outside the axis bounds in both (a) and (b), but are still included in the

analysis.
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FIG. 6. Projected changes in the phase of the annual cycle of TC frequency. Phase is calculated via Fourier

Transform and ignores any changes in the annual mean. Positive values indicate a phase delay, or shift of TCs to

later in the calendar year. For each basin we only plot models for which the annual cycle captures at least 60%

of the total variance.
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FIG. 7. As in Figure 4(a), but for the change in the season length of the tropical cyclone genesis index.
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